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Project objective 

The goal of the HoneyTag project is protection of both brand and geographical origin of 

Durmitor’s honey. The TIS components and solutions will be utilized in order to perform this 

goal. 

Each honey jar will be marked with smart labels representing combinations of QR code and 

functional inks. These markers coupled with mobile app and cloud platformwill provide: 

 unique identification and tracking of each honey jar, 

 mechanism for anti-counterfeiting, 

 food safety control, 

 interaction with consumers and 

 promotion of producers’ business activities. 

The unique identification of honey jars will be accomplished combining string coded in QR 

code and letter printed by functional ink. Consumers will be used as sensors indicating three 

states of jar: consumed, quality problem and everything is ok. This will provide the second 

layer of anti-counterfeiting mechanism. The first one is printing of letter using functional ink. 

As added value, the jar label will have functionality of quality control. According to the food 

safety rules, the honey should not be exposed to temperature greater than 45 degrees. Since 

inks available within the project provide the option of only > 50 degrees, in cooperation with 

Project partners, we will use this option. The jar label will be marked with irreversible ink that 

will appear in case of bad storage conditions. Based on this, the end user will have indication 

of the quality making decision of buying such food. User will have ability to report quality 

issue. 

Platform will collect feedback trough the rating product functionality. To encourage this, in 

cooperation with producers, we will make some promotions. 

Beside of honey production, many of producers have some additional business. For 

example, they rent accommodation and have restaurants with traditional food. In order to link 

their business with honey production, the app used for scanning jar labels will provide 

additional data about the producer giving ability to get in touch with them. The app will have 

links to site from which customer can make direct orders for jars from the producer. 

Smart label design 

Several states of smart labels that will be used by HoneyTag project are shown on Figure 1. 

Label consists of QR code, letter printed with reversible photochromatic ink and honeycomb 

painted with irreversible thermochromic ink. The honeycomb is used as quality control 

sensor. In normal state, it is painted by white color. If storage temperature exceeds 50 

degrees for at least one minute, the paint will become red indicating food safety issue. Letter 

inside honeycomb is used for authentication of jars. In normal state, the letter is hidden. 



  

 
When it is illuminated by flesh light, it appears for a period of time giving capturing ability to a 

mobile device and checking validity of the unique ID. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 - Smart label design. 

The functional ink requirements for smart labels are shown in Table 1. 

Ink Trigger Response time Previous state 

Photochromatic UV light illumination Less than 10s Reversible 

Thermochromic Temperature above 50oC Less than 1 hour Irreversible  

Table 1 - Functional ink requirements for smart labels. 

Based on this requirements, it is decided to use functional inks produced by both VTT and 

Durst. In communication with consortium members, the inks’ and lamination’s specifications 

listed in Table 2 are recommended to us. 

 Manufacturer Type 

Photochromatic Durst FC513/514 

Thermochromic VTT KROMAGEN W/B FLEXO INK MAGENTA 60°C 

Lamination  RI837/85 PE GLOSS CLEAR TC8 AP901 W 

Table 2- Ink and lamination specifications. 

The plan is to print around 1800 smart labels. 1200 labels will be put on honey jars while 

remaining ones will be used for testing purpose. For the first printing, total number of 

producers is six and each producer has two products. 

All files required for label printing are prepared and given as an appendix of this document.  

Requests for labels 

Honey makers in Durmitor’s region are organized in the local association of the beekeepers, 

as well as in the NationalFederation of Beekeepers’ Associations that has responsibility 

of brand, origin and quality protection. To make centralized control of all honey labels, a 



  

 
program interface for making requests for jar labels will be created. After investigating needs, 

the Federation will print these labels and share them among producers. On this way, each jar 

will have unique identification and it will be possible to truck it in the distribution and sales 

chains. Based on end users feedback the Federation will be able to monitor all producers in 

order to maintain product quality on high level. 

Process description 

OnFigure 2 we giveprocessflow of HoneyTag platform. First, the producer send request for 

smart labels. Federation receives the request, prints labels and in coordination with the local 

association of the beekeepers put them on honey jars. When jars are tagged they are 

distributed to sale points. Based on the smart label, user can check both originality and food 

safety of the product. If there is a food safety problem, a mobile app will have option for 

customer to send information to producer/union. The product originality is checked by 

illuminating the photochromatic ink with flesh light until letter appears and scanning the label 

using mobile app. After getting validity feedback, the customer have option for more 

information regarding the product and producer, as well as to rate the product. Once product 

is rated, its jar is marked as consumed. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Process flow. 

Contact with the producer will be made through the personalized web page that will be 

created for each producer. The mobile app will provide links to these pages. Since the plan is 

to make direct orders from producers and to deliver jars to specific address in Montenegro, 

costumers’ information will be stored on our servers. Also, in order to give discount to the 

costumer, the producer has to know his purchase history. Therefore, before using this 

service, the customer will have to accept terms for storing his information on our servers that 

will be according to the European General Data Protection Regulations. 
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System architecture 

System architecture is shown of Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 - System architecture. 

 

The Web server is used to provide web interface for defining products and tag requests, as 

well as producers’ personal pages. Requests are sent toTIS server.  

We will use thefollowing TIS components: virtual entities interface for creation and getting 

information about products, modules for smart tag creation and printing, and user feedback 

options. QR codes generated by TIS cloud server will be paired with functional ink marked 

letters at HoneyTag server. Validation of each tag will be done using combined information 

from both TIS and HoneyTag servers. Cordova mobile based application will be used for 

tag scanning and interaction with customers. Front page of this application is shown on 

Figure 4. 

Since scanning of smart tags require optical character recognition from image as well as 

detection of thermochromic ink state, Azure Custom Vision APIwill be used for these 

purposes. 
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Figure 4 - Front page of Cordova based mobile application. 

 



  

 
Figure 5 - Design for all labels required by the HoneyTag pilot. 
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